Green Barge Audio Price Breakdown - Non Branded
Item

Description

Price

Episode edit (30 minutes
max.)

Editing the audio from interviews,
introductions, music and sound effects
together, based on a timestamped script
provided. This includes mixing, EQing and
background noise removal. Price covers up
to a maximum of 30 minutes of raw audio.

£170
Per episode

Episode edit (60 minutes
max.)

Editing the audio from interviews,
introductions, music and sound effects
together, based on a timestamped script
provided. This includes mixing, EQing and
background noise removal. Price covers up
to a maximum of 60 minutes of raw audio.

£290
Per episode

Publishing

Publishing the episode on all podcatchers
(iTunes, Spotify etc.) as well as generating
players for your own website/s. This includes
dealing with any problems that may arise
with the podcast not appearing or playing
properly.

£50
Per episode

Hosting fee

Associated fee for hosting the podcast
online.

£10
Per month

Consultation/Content
creation

Advice on the direction or marketing of the
podcast, as well as creating content
e.g.conducting or recording interviews,
writing scripts etc.

£35 an hour

Discounts
Discount
Block buy

If a group of 6 episodes are
bought upfront

10% off of all ‘per episode’
payments

Thanks to...

If at the end of each episode the
hosts thank ‘Green Barge
Audio’ for their technical work.

5% off of all ‘per episode’
payments

www.GreenBargeAudio.co.uk

07449252121

Nic@GreenBargeAudio.co.uk

General Terms of engagement
Your responsibilities
To provide Green Barge Audio with the following by 5pm 7 working days before the episode is
due to be released:
● A high quality recording of the main content of each episode
● A detailed edit script with timings
● A high quality recording of the intro and outro
● An episode blurb
To provide Green Barge Audio with the following by 5pm 15 working days before the first
episode of the podcast is due to be released:
● A square show image (1400 X 1400 px)
● A show description
● An introduction episode (2 minutes)
● A direct debit set up for hosting the show

www.GreenBargeAudio.co.uk

07449252121

Nic@GreenBargeAudio.co.uk

